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The dynamics of chlorine atom formation after UV photoexcitation of CH3CF2Cl~HCFC-142b! in
the gas phase was studied by a pulsed laser photolysis/laser-induced fluorescence ~LIF!
‘‘pump-and-probe’’ technique at room temperature. The parent molecule was excited at the ArF
excimer laser wavelength ~193.3 nm! and nascent ground state Cl( 2 P 3/2) and spin-orbit excited
Cl* ( 2 P 1/2) photofragments were detected under collision-free conditions via laser induced
fluorescence in the vacuum ultraviolet spectral region. Narrow-band probe laser radiation, tunable
over the wavelength range 133.5–136.4 nm, was generated via resonant third-order sum-difference
frequency conversion of dye laser radiation in Krypton. Using HCl photolysis at 193.3 nm as a
source of well-defined Cl( 2 P 3/2) and Cl* ( 2 P 1/2) concentrations, values for the total Cl atom
quantum yield (F Cl1Cl*50.9060.17) and the @Cl*#/@Cl# branching ratio 0.3960.11 were
determined by means of a photolytic calibration method. From the measured Cl and Cl* atom
Doppler profiles the average relative translational energy of the fragments could be determined to be
125625 kJ/mol. The corresponding value f T 50.4860.10 of the fraction of total available energy
channeled into product translational energy was found to be ~within experimental uncertainty! in
agreement with the result f T 50.39 of a dynamical simulation assuming a repulsive model for single
C–Cl bond cleavage. Both the measured total Cl atom quantum yield and the energy disposal
indicates that direct C–Cl bond cleavage is a primary fragmentation mechanism for CH3CF2Cl after
photoexcitation at 193.3 nm. © 1999 American Institute of Physics. @S0021-9606~99!00624-8#

I. INTRODUCTION

As a consequence of the Copenhagen Amendment of the
Montreal Protocol, which allows the use of hydrochlorofluorocarbons ~HCFCs!, on a transitional basis, as replacements
of the ozone-destroying chlorofluorocarbons ~CFCs!,1 it can
be expected that the atmospheric HCFC concentrations will
continue to increase rapidly over the next years. Although
HCFC compounds, which have at least one C–H bond, can
be oxidized by OH free radicals and O( 1 D) atoms in the
troposphere,2 they still have the potential to lead to significant chlorine transportation to the stratosphere3 where they
are destroyed by photochemical processes initiated by light
absorption in the 190–230 nm wavelength region.4 In addition, HCFCs, like CFCs, absorb long-wavelength radiation
and should therefore also be considered as potential greenhouse gases.5 In recent measurements of stratospheric profiles of CH3CF2Cl ~HCFC-142b!, which has been used since
the late 1980s to replace CF2Cl2 ~CFC-12! as a foam blowing
agent in industry,6 it was found that CH3CF2Cl is not yet in
equilibrium, due to its rapidly increasing emissions.7,8 Therea!
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fore besides atmospheric concentration measurements and
advanced 3D modeling calculations,9 laboratory photodissociation dynamics studies of HCFCs and in particular quantitative measurements of primary photochemical product
yields are needed to assess their environmental impact.10
For a number of HCFCs, optical absorption spectra in
the infrared ~IR!, ultraviolet ~UV!, and vacuum-ultraviolet
~VUV! spectral region were measured.5,11 Pyrolysis12 and
decomposition of chemically activated13 CH3CF2Cl as well
as the infrared multiple photon decomposition ~IRMPD!14,15
of CH3CF2Cl was studied in detail. The results of these studies indicate that decomposition on the ground state electronic
potential energy surface ~PES! can be characterized by a
four-center unimolecular elimination pathway leading to
CH25CF21HCl as major products and to a minor extent to
CH25CFCl1HF products.
Early gas-phase photodecomposition studies of
CH3CF2Cl after irradiation with VUV light ~147 nm;16 123.6
nm17! were carried out under static conditions as a function
of irradiation time ~30–180 min!, CH3CF2Cl pressure ~3.6–
20.6 Torr! and/or in the absence and presence of radical
scavenging agents (NO,H2S,HI) with stable end-product
analysis ~CH2CF2, CH2CHF, C2H2, CH4, and CH3Cl! being
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performed by flame ionization gas chromatography. Only recently laser-based CH3CF2Cl low-pressure gas-phase photolysis experiments have been carried out in which primary
photochemical product yields could be determined under
collision-free conditions.18,19 In Ref. 18, the H atom formation dynamics after UV ~193.3 nm! and VUV ~121.6 nm!
laser excitation was investigated and absolute quantum
yields F H for H atom formation were reported. The measured values of F H~193.3 nm!50.0660.02 and F H~121.6
nm!50.5360.12 indicate the increasing importance of the H
atom formation pathway in the CH3CF2Cl fragmentation in
going from UV to VUV excitation wavelengths. In Ref. 19,
H atom, ground state Cl( 2 P 3/2) and spin-orbit excited
Cl* ( 2 P 1/2) atoms, and HCl product formation were investigated after laser excitation at 193.3 nm. Using time-of-flight
mass spectrometry ~TOF-MS! in combination with (211)
resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization ~REMPI! for
product detection H, Cl, and Cl* atom formation was observed. In these experiments, no HCl( v 9 50,1) product molecules could be detected and an upper limit of 1%
(F HCl( v 9 50,1) (193.3 nm),0.01) was estimated for the HCl
elimination channel. In addition, the relative product branching ratio @H#/~@Cl#1@Cl*#! and the Cl atom spin-orbit state
distribution @Cl*#/@Cl# were determined to be 0.6760.21 and
0.1860.04, respectively.
In this article we report on the extension of our earlier
work on the H atom formation in the UV/VUV photolysis of
CHF2Cl~HCFC-22!, 20,21 chloromethanes (CHn Cl42n ) 22 and
CH3CF2Cl18 towards the direct measurements of absolute Cl
atom formation yields via the pulsed laser photolysis ~LP!/
VUV laser-induced fluorescence ~LIF! ‘‘pump-and-probe’’
method. In the present work, the Cl/Cl* fine-structure
branching ratio and the absolute Cl atom formation yield
F Cl1Cl* in the 193.3 nm photolysis of CH3CF2Cl were determined by means of a photolytic calibration method using
HCl photolysis as a reference source for well-defined Cl and
Cl* atom concentrations. In addition, from the analysis of the
measured Cl and Cl* atom Doppler profiles, information
about the energy partitioning in the Cl/Cl*-forming photofragmentation step could be derived. A possible primary
fragmentation mechanism for CH3CF2Cl after photoexcitation at 193.3 nm will be discussed in light of the new results.
II. EXPERIMENT

Photodissociation studies were carried out in a flow cell
at mTorr level pressures using the LP/VUV-LIF pump-andprobe setup previously used to study the H atom formation
dynamics19 in the UV and VUV photodissociation of
CH3CF2Cl. A detailed description can be found in Ref. 23.
The setup was recently modified to allow VUV-LIF detection of Cl and Cl* atoms produced in bimolecular reactions
as described in Ref. 24. In the following only a brief summary of the experimental method will be given.
CH3CF2Cl ~Messer Griesheim, purity .98%! was
pumped through the cell at room temperature. As stated by
the manufacturer, the amount of HCFC-141b (CH3CFCl2) in
the sample was less than 0.1%, with the remaining impurity
being CH3CF3 which exhibits a negligible absorption at
193.3 nm. The water content was less than 5 ppm. In the
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photolysis experiments the CH3CF2Cl pressure in the cell
was typically 30–45 mTorr. For the calibration measurements, HCl ~Messer Griesheim, 99.99%! was flowed through
the reaction cell at pressures of typically 7–13 mTorr.
CH3CF2Cl flow rates were regulated by a calibrated mass
flow controller. The HCl flow was regulated by a needle
valve. The pressure in the cell was monitored by a MKSBaratron. Gas flow through the cell was maintained at a high
enough rate to ensure renewal of the gas between successive
laser shots at a laser repetition rate of 6 Hz.
A UV excimer laser ~Lambda Physik LPX 205! operating with an ArF mixture ~193.3 nm emission wavelength!
was used to photodissociate both the CH3CF2Cl parent molecules as well as HCl. A circular aperture was used to skim
off the homogeneous part of the rectangular excimer laser
profile in order to provide the photolysis beam. A cylindrical
lens ~1 m focal length! was used to slightly focus the photolysis beam. Pump laser intensities were typically between
4–12 mJ/cm2. The analysis of nascent H atom Doppler profiles recorded in the HCl photolysis showed that the pump
laser beam was essentially unpolarized @see, e.g., Fig. 2~c! of
Ref. 22~a!# and it can therefore be expected that any possible
anisotropy of the photodissociation process is averaged out.
For VUV-LIF detection of Cl and Cl* atoms, narrowband probe laser radiation, tunable in the wavelength region
133.5–136.4 nm was generated using Wallenstein’s method
for resonant third-order sum-difference frequency conversion
( v VUV52 v R 2 v T ) of pulsed dye laser radiation in
Krypton.25 In the four-wave mixing process the frequency
v R (l R 5212.55 nm) is two-photon resonant with the Kr
4 p – 5p ~1/2,0! transition. The second frequency v T could be
tuned from 480 to 521 nm to cover the four allowed
transiCl(4s 2 P j 8 ←3 p 2 P j 9 ; j 8 51/2,3/2← j 9 51/2,3/2)
tions.26 Ground-state Cl( 2 P 3/2) and excited-state Cl* ( 2 P 1/2)
atoms were detected via the ( j 8 5 j 9 )-transitions, which have
the highest transition probabilities f 3/2,3/250.114 and f 1/2,1/2
50.088, respectively.27 The fundamental laser radiation was
obtained from two tunable dye lasers ~Lambda Physik FL
2002!, simultaneously pumped by a XeCl excimer laser
~Lambda Physik EMG 201 MSC!. The first dye laser provided v T by utilizing Coumarin 307 dye. The second dye
laser was operated with Coumarin 120 to generate light with
a wavelength of 425.10 nm from which v R was obtained by
frequency doubling with a BBO II crystal. The VUV-light
generated in the four-wave mixing process was carefully
separated from the unconverted laser radiation by a lens
monochromator followed by a light baffle system ~for details
see Ref. 24!. The bandwidth of the VUV probe laser radiation ~0.4–0.5 cm21! was determined by measuring Doppler
profiles of Cl atoms generated in the 193.3 nm photolysis of
HCl both under collision-free and thermalized conditions. In
the latter case Cl atoms were generated by HCl photolysis in
3 Torr of N2 and probed after 12 ms. The Cl atom Doppler
profiles measured under thermalized conditions could be
nicely fit by a Gaussian function indicating that the probe
laser lineshape itself can be represented by a Gaussian function. The VUV probe beam was aligned to overlap the photolysis beam at right angles in the viewing region of a LIF
detector. The delay time between the photolysis and probe
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laser pulses was controlled by a pulse generator and monitored on a fast oscilloscope. The delay time between pumping and probing was kept short enough, typically 80–170 ns
~with a time jitter of about 610 ns!, to allow the collisionfree detection of the nascent Cl and Cl* atoms produced in
the CH3CF2Cl and HCl photolysis. On the other hand, these
delay times were long enough to avoid any time-overlap between pump pulse ~duration ;15 ns! and probe laser pulse
~duration ;10 ns!, which would lead to unwanted multiphoton photochemical processes. Under the described experimental conditions, relaxation of Cl* by quenching as well as
fly-out of Cl~Cl*! atoms and secondary reactions with
CH3CF2Cl and HCl were negligible.
Cl and Cl* LIF signals were measured through a band
pass filter ~ARC model 130-B-1D; transmission of 29% at
134 nm! by a solar blind photomultiplier ~THORN EMI
model 9413 B! positioned at right angles to both pump-andprobe laser. The VUV probe beam intensity was monitored
after passing through the reaction cell by an additional photomultiplier of the same type. Because the VUV probe beam
itself produced an appreciable Cl, Cl* atom LIF signal via
photolysis of CH3CF2Cl and HCl, respectively, it was necessary to subtract these ‘‘background’’ Cl, Cl* atoms from the
Cl, Cl* atoms produced in the 193.3 nm photolysis of
CH3CF2Cl and HCl. Therefore an electronically controlled
mechanical shutter was inserted into the photolysis beam
path, such that at each point of the Cl and Cl* spectra, the
signal could first be 30 times averaged with the shutter
opened and again be 30 times averaged with the shutter
closed. Finally a point-by-point subtraction procedure was
adopted,22 to obtain directly and on-line a LIF signal representing the contribution from Cl and Cl* atoms generated
solely by the 193.3 nm photolysis laser pulse. The Cl, Cl*
LIF signals, VUV probe beam and photolysis laser intensity
~the latter was monitored by a photodiode! were recorded
with a boxcar system and transferred to a microcomputer
where the LIF signals were normalized to both pump-andprobe laser intensities. During the experiments special care
was taken that the Cl and Cl* atom signals generated by the
193.3 nm photolysis laser pulse showed a linear dependence
on the pump and probe laser intensity. Slopes of the linear
log–log plots of Cl and Cl* LIF signal intensity against photolysis laser intensity were 0.960.1 and 1.160.1, respectively ~see, for example, Fig. 1!.
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FIG. 1. Dependence of the observed Cl* atom LIF signal from CH3CF2Cl
photolysis on the photolysis laser intensity. The slope of the fitted linear
log–log plot is given in the figure.

0.6760.09 for the nascent @Cl*#/@Cl# spin-orbit state branching ratio in the 193.3 nm photolysis of HCl.28 This value is
within the combined experimental error in good agreement
with a value recently reported by Wittig and co-workers.29
Because the 193.3 nm photolysis of HCl generates
H1Cl~Cl*! products with a quantum yield of unity ( f H
5 f Cl* 1 f Cl51), values f Cl* 50.40 and f Cl50.60 can be
derived for the Cl and Cl* fine-structure quantum yields
from the @Cl*#/@Cl# ratio.
Quantum yields F Cl for Cl and F Cl* for Cl* formation
in the 193.3 nm photolysis of CH3CF2Cl were determined
using Eqs. ~1a! and ~1b!, respectively:

III. RESULTS
A. Primary photolytic chlorine atom quantum yield
F Cl1Cl*

In order to determine the total chlorine atom quantum
yield F Cl1Cl* quantum yields F Cl for Cl and F Cl* for Cl*
formation were measured separately by calibrating the Cl,
Cl* atom signals S Cl~CH3CF2Cl!, S Cl* (CH3CF2Cl) measured in the CH3CF2Cl photodissociation against the Cl, Cl*
atom signals S Cl~HCl!, S Cl* (HCl) from well-defined Cl, Cl*
atom number densities generated in the 193.3 nm photolysis
of HCl ~see Figs. 2 and 3!. Recent kinetics experiments in
which the relaxation of Cl* ~Cl*1M→M1Cl; M5Ar, N2,
HCl, H2, D2, and HD! was investigated, provided a value of

FIG. 2. Doppler profiles of Cl atoms produced in the 193.3 nm laser photolysis of ~a! 37 mTorr of CH3CF2Cl and ~b! 10 mTorr of HCl. The Doppler
profiles were recorded 170 ns after the photolysis laser pulse. Line centers
correspond to the (4s 2 P j 8 53/2←3 p 2 P j 9 53/2) transition of the Cl atom
~74225.8 cm21!. The laser bandwidth ~FWHM! was determined to be 0.42
60.06 cm21.
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from the known distances inside the flow cell and the relative
difference in the VUV probe laser attenuation measured in
the CH3CF2Cl photolysis and HCl calibration runs. Under
typical experimental conditions ( p CH3CF2Cl530 mTorr53
3p HCl) the absorption corrections were g Cl50.8760.04 and
g Cl* 50.8660.04. The experimental data set evaluated via
Eq. ~1a! to determine F Cl consisted of ten Cl atom profiles
obtained in combination with ten Cl profiles from HCl calibration runs. The Cl* atom quantum yield was evaluated via
Eq. ~1b! in the same manner. The quoted errors were determined from the 1s statistical uncertainties of the experimental data, the uncertainties of the CH3CF2Cl and HCl optical
absorption cross sections and the uncertainty of the
@Cl*#/@Cl# value in the 193.3 nm photolysis of HCl using
simple error propagation. The following values for the Cl
and Cl* atom quantum yields were obtained:
F Cl(193.3 nm)50.6560.12 and F Cl* (193.3 nm)50.25
60.05 leading to a value of F Cl1Cl* (193.3 nm)50.90
60.17 for the total quantum yield. From the measured Cl
and Cl* atom quantum yields, the spin-orbit branching ratio
of the Cl fragment in the 193.3 nm photolysis of CH3CF2Cl
can be calculated: @ Cl* # / @ Cl# 50.3960.11.
FIG. 3. Doppler profiles of Cl* atoms produced in the 193.3 nm laser
photolysis of ~a! 37 mTorr of CH3CF2Cl and ~b! 10 mTorr of HCl. The
Doppler profiles were recorded 170 ns after the photolysis laser pulse. Line
centers correspond to the (4s 2 P j 8 51/2←3p 2 P j 9 51/2) transition of the Cl*
atom ~73983.1 cm21!. The laser bandwidth ~FWHM! was determined to be
0.4560.07 cm21.

F Cl5 g Cl$ S Cl~ CH3CF2Cl! f Cls HClp HCl% /

$ S Cl~ HCl! s CH3CF2Clp CH3CF2Cl% ,

~1a!

F Cl* 5 g Cl* $ S Cl* ~ CH3CF2Cl! f Cl* s HClp HCl% /

$ S Cl* ~ HCl! s CH3CF2Clp CH3CF2Cl% .

~1b!

s HCl and s CH3CF2Cl are the optical absorption cross sections
of HCl and CH3CF2Cl at T5295 K and 193.3 nm S Cl and
S Cl* are the integrated areas under the measured Cl and Cl*
atom Doppler profiles and p HCl and p CH3CF2Cl are the pressures of HCl and CH3CF2Cl, respectively. For the HCl absorption cross sections, we used the value s HCl5(8.160.4)
310220 cm2 which has been recently measured for the ArF
excimer laser emission wavelength ~193.3 nm!.30 This value
is in good agreement with the value of 8.26310220 cm2
which can be obtained by nonlinear interpolation from the
recommended data31~a! of Inn.32 For the CH3CF2Cl absorption cross section we used the value s CH3CF2Cl50.58
310220 cm2, which represents an average value calculated
from the recommended data listed in Ref. 31~a! and the results of the most recent measurements by Nayak et al.33 The
uncertainty of the CH3CF2Cl absorption cross section at
193.3 nm was estimated to be 65% based on the scatter of
the data reported in Refs. 33–36 for the 180–200 nm region.
The factors g Cl* , g Cl in Eqs. ~1a! and ~1b! are corrections accounting for the different degrees of absorption of the
Cl ( g probe'134.72 nm) and Cl* (l probe'135.16 nm) VUV
probe laser radiation by CH3CF2Cl and HCl, respectively.
The absorption corrections could be directly determined

B. Average Cl atom translational energy

The measured Cl atom spectral profiles were analyzed in
order to determine the average kinetic energy of the fragments in the CH3CF2Cl photolysis. The Doppler profiles directly reflect, via the linear Doppler shift @ n 2 n 0 # / n 0
5 v z /c, the distribution f ( v z ) of the velocity component v z
of the absorbing atoms along the propagation direction of the
probe laser beam. Hence, for an isotropic velocity distribution the average Cl atom kinetic energy in the laboratory
system is given by E Lab~Cl!53/2 m Cl^ v 2z & , where ^ v 2z & represents the second moment of the laboratory velocity distribution f ( v z ) of the photolytically produced Cl atoms. However, since the measured spectral profiles represent a
convolution of the laser spectral profile and the Doppler profile of the absorbing Cl atoms, a deconvolution was carried
out to obtain the correct Cl velocity distribution f ( v z ) using
a Gaussian function to describe the VUV laser spectral profile. The width of the laser spectral profile was determined
from Cl (Cl* ) profiles measured in the HCl photolysis @see,
e.g., Figs. 2~b! and 3~b!# recorded right after the Cl (Cl* )
profiles from the CH3CF2Cl photolysis @see, e.g., Figs. 2~a!
and 3~a!#. Evaluation of the complete set of 20 experimental
Cl (Cl* ) profiles taking into account the actual laser bandwidth revealed that the kinetic energies of both fragments in
the CH3CF2Cl photolysis are the same within the experimental uncertainty (E Lab~Cl!'E Lab~Cl*!). Calculation of the second moments of f ( v z ) gave an average value of E Lab~Cl!
582616 kJ/mol for the laboratory kinetic energy of the
fragments. The quoted error includes the 1s statistical uncertainties obtained in the individual fits used to evaluate the
experimental spectral profiles from CH3CF2Cl and the HCl
photolysis using error propagation. The corresponding relative kinetic energy in the Cl–CH3CF2 center-of-mass ~cm!
system was calculated to be E cm5125625 kJ/mol.
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IV. DISCUSSION

Absorption of a 193.3 nm photon by a CH3CF2Cl molecule leads to an excitation in the first absorption band @denoted as A band in Ref. 11~a!#. ‘‘A band absorption’’ originates from a 3 p p → s * (C–Cl) transition within the valence
shell, where 3 p p is a Cl lone pair orbital and s* is an
antibonding C–Cl s –MO. Therefore it is expected that the
initial excitation is localized in the C–Cl bond11~c! leading
preferentially to the breaking of this bond.31~a! Furthermore
the A band of CH3CF2Cl is structureless,11~b! suggesting a
direct dissociation mechanism.37
A. Primary chlorine release channels and energy
disposal

The present result for the primary photolytic chlorine
atom quantum yield suggests that the chlorine contents of
room-temperature CH3CF2Cl, after photoexcitation at 193.3
nm under collision-free conditions, is released to a large extent as atomic chlorine. The value for the chlorine atom
quantum yield measured in the present work is consistent
with the earlier measured H atom quantum yield18 of
F H(193.3 nm)50.0660.02 and with the upper limit for the
HCl quantum yield reported in Ref. 19. In the latter experiments, no HCl( v 9 50,1) product molecules could be observed and the quantum yield was estimated to be
F HCl( v 9 50.1) (193.3 nm),0.01. However, IRMPD experiments revealed that in the four-center elimination, a large
fraction of the total excess energy ~.85%! is left as internal
excitation of the CH25CF2 and HCl fragments and it was
suggested that the HCl fragments must be highly vibrationally excited.14 As a consequence, the actual HCl yield in
the 193.3 nm photolysis of CH3CF2Cl could be considerably
higher than the upper limit estimated in Ref. 19 from the
absence of HCl( v 9 50,1) products. The result of the present
work puts an upper limit of F HCl(193 nm),0.27 for the total
HCl quantum yield. Hence, to fully elucidate the dynamics
of a possible HCl formation channel after UV excitation,
further studies are clearly needed which should include detection of HCl( v 9 .1) product vibrational states. HCl elimination has been observed in the 193.3 nm photolysis of
CH3CH2Cl and attributed to a mechanism which involves
internal conversion to the electronic ground state.38
The average Cl translational energy determined in the
present work corresponds to a value of f T 5E cm /E avl50.48
60.10. This value is—within experimental uncertainty—in
agreement with the value of f T 50.39 calculated using a repulsive model.39 This confirms that formation of chlorine
atoms proceeds predominantly by a direct dissociation
mechanism on a PES that is repulsive along the C–Cl bond
coordinate.
B. Chlorine atom spin-orbit branching ratio

Accurate measurements of spin-orbit branching ratios
@ X* ( 2 P 1/2) # / @ X( 2 P 3/2) # of halogen atoms (X5Cl, Br, I) produced in the photodissociation of halogenated compounds
play an important role in the elucidation of the influence of
nonadiabatic couplings on molecular dynamics.40,41 However, even for HCl as one of the simplest systems, the
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@Cl*#/@Cl# branching ratio from photodissociation out of the
ground vibrational state was for a considerable time subject
to controversy.42,43 A recent study of the 193.3 nm photodissociation of HCl by Wittig and co-workers, in which the
high-n Rydberg time-of-flight ~HRTOF! technique was utilized to record H atom product TOF spectra, yielded a value
of @Cl*#/@Cl#50.6960.02.29 This value was found to be in
excellent agreement with the theoretical value of 0.71 calculated for the 193.3 nm excitation wavelength.44 In a recent
experimental and theoretical study, spin-orbit branching in
the HCl photolysis was investigated at long excitation wavelengths ~193.3–235.3 nm!.45 The experimental spin-orbit
branching ratios, obtained by ~211! REMPI using the
4p 2 D 3/2←3 p 2 P 3/2 two-photon transition for Cl and the
4p 2 D 3/2←3 p 2 P 1/2 and 4 p 2 P 1/2←3 p 2 P 1/2 two-photon
transitions for Cl* detection, were found to be in good agreement with the theoretical results only after scaling to agree
with the Wittig value at 193.3 nm.46 As a consequence, we
tend to believe that the latter one can serve as a general
calibration point for the measurement of Cl atom spin-orbit
branching ratios, in particular because it has been determined
by a technique which is independent of the detection efficiency of Cl and Cl* atoms.
The value @Cl*#/@Cl#50.3960.11 determined in the
present investigation for the 193.3 nm photolysis of
CH3CF2Cl was obtained by calibrating the Cl and Cl* VUVLIF signals against those obtained in the HCl photolysis. In
Ref. 19, a significant lower value of @Cl*#/@Cl#50.1860.04
was reported for the 193.3 nm photolysis of CH3CF2Cl
in a molecular beam using the ~211! REMPI method for Cl
and Cl* detection. The latter value was obtained using the
‘‘old’’ HCl chlorine branching ratio @Cl*#/@Cl#50.50 as a
reference.43 Rescaling using the new HCl chlorine branching
ratio of Wittig et al.29 changes the value to @Cl*#/@Cl#
50.2460.05 and brings it closer to the result of the present
work.
Spin-orbit branching of atomic products is usually governed by the nature of the PES~s! excited in the Franck–
Condon region as well as by subsequent nonadiabatic couplings between the surfaces as the products depart. As a
result, for the correct interpretation of measured spin-orbit
branching ratios, information is required about the PESs involved in the initial optical excitation and subsequent fragmentation process. Although such information is so far not
available for CH3CF2Cl, comparison can be made with
CH3Cl for which more detailed spectroscopic and dynamical
data is available. For CH3Cl it was found that photoabsorption at 193.3 nm is associated with a parallel transition from
the X̃ 1 A 1 ground state to the 3 Q 0 state, which correlates
diabatically with Cl* products. The observed Cl formation
was attributed to a level crossing of the 3 Q 0 potential curve
by the electronically excited 1 Q 1 state which diabatically
correlates with Cl products. Therefore the @Cl*#/@Cl# branching ratios should depend on the relative velocity of the product fragments while the system passes through the crossing
region and the @Cl*#/@Cl# branching ratio is expected to increase in going to shorter photolysis wavelengths. Such a
behavior was indeed observed in Ref. 47 where @Cl*#/@Cl#
branching ratios of 0.2760.01 and 0.6260.06 were reported
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for photolysis wavelengths of 235 and 193.3 nm, respectively. Assuming that for both CH3CF2Cl and CH3Cl, the
spin-orbit branching is determined as the fragments separate
~and not in the initial excitation!, the higher @Cl*#/@Cl#
branching ratio observed in the 193.3 nm photolysis of
CH3Cl can be attributed to the higher relative velocity of the
separating fragments. For the CH31Cl fragments, a relative
velocity of 6300 m/s can be calculated from the f T value of
0.78 reported in Ref. 48, while the present work yields a
value of 3200 m/s for the CH3CF21Cl fragments. Hence the
CH31Cl fragmentation process should be more diabatic
leading to a higher amount of Cl* fragments formed on the
initially excited 3 Q 0 PES.
C. H atom formation dynamics and †H‡/†Cl1Cl*‡
branching ratio

In a study of the H atom formation dynamics in the
193.3 nm laser photolysis of room-temperature CH3CF2Cl, a
value of F H(193.3 nm)50.0660.02 was reported for the H
atom product quantum yield and the relative translational
energy of the H atom fragments was determined to be
E T(H) (193.3 nm)551610 kJ/mol. 18 From the results of our
earlier H atom study and the present Cl* and Cl atom quantum yield measurements a @H#/@Cl1Cl*# branching ratio of
0.0760.03 can be calculated. Comparison of Eq. ~1! of the
present paper which was used to determine F Cl1Cl* with the
corresponding Eq. ~1! for F H in Ref. 18 shows that the actual values of the HCl and CH3CF2Cl optical absorption
cross sections are not needed if one wants to determine only
the relative branching ratio @ H# / @ Cl1Cl* # 5F H /F Cl1Cl* .
In that case the HCl photolysis measurements serve as a
calibration of the relative H versus Cl atom LIF detection
efficiency. Hence the above @H#/@Cl1Cl*# branching ratio
can be directly compared with the results of Ref. 19 in which
H atoms were observed during 193.3 nm laser photolysis of
a ‘‘cold’’ molecular beam of neat CH3CF2Cl. Here the H
atoms were detected by ~211! REMPI via the 2s 2 S
←1s 2 S two-photon transition around 243.135 nm and the
4p 2 D 3/2←3p 2 P 3/2 and 4p 2 D 3/2←3p 2 P 1/2 two-photon
transitions were utilized for Cl and Cl* atom ~211! REMPI
detection, respectively. In this study a relative @H#/@Cl1Cl*#
branching ratio of 0.6760.21 was measured using HCl photolysis to calibrate the H versus Cl atom REMPI detection
efficiency.19 The same experiments yielded an average value
of E T(H) (193.3 nm)591619 kJ/mol for the H atom translational energy. Both values are significantly higher than those
obtained in the room temperature gas-phase photolysis experiments. On the other hand, the Cl atom translational energy release seems to be reduced compared to the gas-phase
results.49 The difference between the molecular beam and the
gas-phase results could indicate that cooling of the parent
molecules leads to a significant modification of the product
branching and fragmentation dynamics.
For the molecular beam studies of Ref. 19, a CH3CF2Cl
rotational temperature of 100 K was reported. Based on this,
one can estimate that under the conditions of the molecular
beam experiment ~assuming T vib'T rot! only a small fraction
~ca. 4%! of the CH3CF2Cl molecules are in vibrational levels
with v .0, while for a room temperature sample this value is

considerably higher ~ca. 70%!.50,51 As a consequence of the
markedly different parent molecule vibrational state distributions in the molecular beam and the room temperature gas
phase experiments, UV photon absorption could lead ~due to
a different Franck–Condon overlap between the ground vibronic and the electronically excited states wave functions!
to the excitation of different PESs. The assessment of different electronically excited PESs or—in the case that only one
electronically excited PES is involved—the assessment of
different regions of the excited PES could be one possible
explanation of the observed difference in the dissociation
dynamics. However, further theoretical work on the electronically excited molecular state~s! structure in combination
with additional experimental work in the gas-phase and under well-characterized molecular beam conditions is needed
before a more detailed picture of the H atom formation dynamics can be drawn. On the experimental side, measurements of the product state distributions of the CH2CF2Cl,
and CH2CF2 co-fragments and the investigation of vector
correlations for different photolysis wavelengths would be
most useful in helping to identify the excited electronic
state~s! involved in the UV photolysis of CH3CF2Cl.
V. SUMMARY

In a gas-phase laser photolysis/laser-induced fluorescence ‘‘pump-and-probe’’ study absolute quantum yields
for photolytic formation of Cl* and Cl atoms were determined after UV laser excitation of room-temperature
CH3CF2Cl(HCFC-142b) at 193.3 nm. In agreement with our
earlier H atom quantum yield measurements,18 which gave a
value of F H(193.3 nm)50.0660.02, the value of F Cl1Cl*
50.9060.17 obtained in the present work clearly indicates
that C–Cl bond cleavage is the dominant dissociation pathway after A band excitation. The fraction of total available
energy channeled into CH3CF21Cl product translational energy was found to be in agreement with the result of a dynamical simulation assuming a repulsive model for single
C–Cl bond cleavage. Both the measured total Cl atom quantum yield and the energy disposal indicates that direct C–Cl
bond cleavage is a primary fragmentation mechanism for
CH3CF2Cl after photoexcitation at 193.3 nm.
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